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ABSTRACT
Dropout prediction research in MOOCs aims to predict whether
students will drop out from the courses instead of completing them.
Due to the high dropout rates in current MOOCs, this problem is
of great importance. Current methods rely on features extracted by
feature engineering, in which all features are extracted manually.
This process is costly, time consuming, and not extensible to new
datasets from different platforms or different courses with different
characters. In this paper, we propose a model that can automatically
extract features from the raw MOOC data. Our model is a deep
neural network, which is a combination of Convolutional Neural
Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks. Through extensive experiments on a public dataset, we show that the proposed model can
achieve results comparable to feature engineering based methods.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [6, 20] have witnessed fast
development in recent years. Through MOOCs, students around
the world have the opportunities of taking online courses via the
Internet. This breaks limitations of traditional courses in classrooms.
In MOOCs, students have more flexibility in terms of when and
where to take the courses. In this way, MOOCs have attracted more
and more students and becoming increasingly popular.
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Despite their rapid development and successes, there are still
some problems within MOOCs. One prominent problem is the
high dropout rates. Most of the students taking online courses do
not complete the courses and drop out halfway. This could be a
potential factor hindering the development of MOOCs. Making
effective prediction of whether a student will drop out is of great
value for MOOC platforms.
In the dropout prediction problem, the data we have are raw
activity records of students in the online course platform over a
period of time. The prediction we need to make is whether these
students will drop out from the courses in the future. This is a
binary classification problem.
To solve this problem, some methods [1, 16, 21, 25, 27] have
been proposed in recent years. Most of these methods follow the
standard way of solving classification problems. In the first step,
features are extracted from the raw activity records. In the second
step, classification is accomplished via classification algorithms.
Although inspiring results have been achieved by these methods,
there still exist some problems in them. One salient problem is
the way of extracting features in the first step. In these methods,
the step of feature extraction is usually accomplished via feature
engineering [19, 29]. Feature engineering is a process of manually
extracting features from the raw data. This process is carried out
in a heuristic manner and all features are extracted by hand. In this
process, people who extract features need to be familiar with the
dataset and have some corresponding domain knowledge. When
extracting features by feature engineering, it needs several iterations of feature extraction and testing. This makes this process
very time consuming and inconsistent. On the other hand, in feature engineering, strategies for extracting features are specific to
the characteristics of datasets. Strategies effective for one kind of
datasets may not be effective for another kind of datasets. If there
are new kinds of datasets, new strategies of extracting features
must be developed manually.
These drawbacks of feature engineering are especially serious
in dropout prediction in MOOCs. In this problem, activity records
coming from different platforms and different courses often have
different characteristics in both format and content. Effective strategies of extracting features in one dataset may not be effective in
another dataset. In practice, we often meet new datasets coming
from new platforms or new courses. In this case, we need to develop
new strategies of extracting features.
Because of the drawbacks of feature engineering, approaches
that can automatically extract features are required. One promising character of deep learning models is they can extract features
automatically from the raw input [3]. As a type of deep learning

model, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [17] are widely used
in feature extracting in lots of areas.
The MOOC activity records are time series data. When making
predictions about dropout, this characteristic should also be considered. To make use of this characteristic, another type of deep
learning model, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) is promising.
In this paper, we propose a deep learning model that combines
CNN and RNN in a bottom-up manner. In our model, features are
extracted automatically from raw records by convolutional and
pooling layers in the lower part of the model. Characteristics of
time series data are considered by recurrent layer in the upper part
of the model. As our model can be seen as a combination of CNN
and RNN, we call our model ConRec Network. The advantage of
our model is that, features are automatically extracted. In this way,
no feature engineering is needed. This saves time and human efforts
in model training. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
model, we conduct experiments on a public dataset. Experimental
results show that our model can achieve comparable results to those
obtained by feature engineering based methods.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we give a brief summary of related work in areas of
MOOCs dropout prediction and deep learning.

2.1

Dropout Prediction in MOOCs
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Figure 1: The Dropout Prediction Problem

model, we mainly utilize two types of deep learning models, CNN
and RNN.
CNNs are a kind of neural networks used to deal with data which
have grid-like topology [11]. They have been successfully used in
many areas, such as image object recognition [17], video classification [15], natural language processing [4], speech recognition [7]
and human activity recognition [32]. In CNNs, each convolutional
layer only finds relationships among adjacent elements. As a CNN
is of a layer-wise architecture, lower layers can find some local
patterns, and upper layers can find patterns in the whole scale of
the input. CNN is often used as a tool for extracting features from
raw data.
RNNs are a kind of neural networks used to process sequential
data. They have been successfully used in many areas, such as
speech recognition [12], question answering [30] and machine
translation [26]. In RNN, the input is a sequence, such as time series,
biological sequence, speech or language sequence. RNN process
the elements in the input sequentially to acquires the information
contained in the whole sequence.
By combining CNN and RNN into a new architecture, we propose
a framework to address the MOOC dropout prediction problem.

A general definition of “dropout” in MOOCs is not having activity
records in a period of time. In current literature, according to the
differences in datasets and prediction purposes adopted by different
papers, the specific definition varies in different papers.
Also in these works, different classification algorithms and different approaches of extracting features were adopted. In [16], features
were extracted from click-stream data, and a linear SVM was used
to predict dropout in each week. In [1], features were also extracted
from click-stream data, and a SVM with RBF kernel was used to predict dropout. In [27], logistic regression was used to predict dropout
by the last activity on the corresponding course of a student. Sinha
et al. [25] only used video click-stream interaction data to extract
features. Mi and Yeung [21] regarded dropout prediction as a sequential prediction problem, and used RNN for prediction under
different definitions of dropout. Li et al. [18] converted dropout
prediction into a semi-supervised learning problem and used multitraining to solve the problem.
In MOOCs, a similar problem to dropout prediction is completion
prediction. In this problem, instead of predicting whether a student
will drop out from a course, it aims to predict whether a student
can complete a course and get the corresponding certificate. He et
al. [13] used logistic regression to identify students who seem to be
not able to complete the course. Qiu et al. [24] used latent dynamic
factor graph model for the prediction.
There are also some works that comprehensively considered
activity records and completion of the course, and proposed the
prediction problem suitable for their problem setting [23, 31].

In an online course platform, there are many registered students
and many online courses. Each student can take several different
courses, and each course can be taken by many different students.
In the platform, the courses usually last for several weeks. Students
taking these courses have some activity records in the platform. In
these records, each record is a time-stamped log, recording information of an event in the platform.
In this paper, we formulate the problem of dropout prediction
as: given activity records of some students on some courses in a
period of time (as shown in Figure 1, it is from Day 1 to Day N, we
call it “record period”), we aim to predict whether these students
will drop out the courses in a period in the future (as shown in
Figure 1, we call it “prediction period”). In the prediction period, if
a student has activity records on a course, we consider this student
has not dropped out from the corresponding course; otherwise, we
consider this student has dropped out from this course.

2.2

3.2

Deep Learning

Deep learning [2, 8, 11] is a subfield of machine learning. It has
been successfully applied in a lot of areas in recent years. In our

3 PROPOSED MODEL
3.1 Problem Formulation

Preprocessing of Input

3.2.1 Characteristics of the Raw Records. The dataset we have in
this problem are raw activity records. These records are structured
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Figure 2: An Example of Converting a Raw Record to a Onehot Vector
time-stamped logs ordered chronologically and consist of different attributes. These attributes have different physical meanings
and contain information on different aspects. For example, in one
dataset, the records may contain attributes like student ID (denoting
the student which each record belongs to), time (denoting the time
when each event occurs), activity type (denoting activity type of the
event) and so forth. Each record in the dataset records information
of an event. It contains specific values on each of the attributes.
The time span of record period in one dataset usually lasts for
several weeks. In this paper, for the convenience of the description
of our model, we divide the time span of record period by several
different scales. For each record, it records an event in the platform
at a certain time point. We refer to the time in each record as a
time point. Several adjacent time points form a time unit. Several
adjacent time units form a time slice. All time slices form the record
period.
3.2.2 Converting to One-hot Vectors. The raw activity records in
the dataset are in their original text format, can not be directly used
as inputs to our model. To use these data, we need to convert them
into the format that can be processed by deep neural networks. In
this paper, we convert them into vectors.
In these records, each attribute can take several different values.
For each record, we convert the specific value of each attribute to
be a one-hot vector. The number of digits of each one-hot vector
equals the number of different values this attribute can take. This
method of converting has been used by [14] in the area of natural
language processing. In their work, they converted each word into
a one-hot vector and concatenated vectors belonging to the same
sentence into a long vector to represent this sentence. In our model,
as the example1 shown in Figure 2, for one record, we convert some
of the attributes into one-hot vectors, and concatenate these vectors
into a long vector to represent this record.
Each record in the dataset has a time attribute denoting the time
the event occurred. The occurring time of each record corresponds
to a time point in record period. In the dataset, not every time point
in record period has a corresponding record. There exists a large
number of time points that do not have records. For these time
points, we pad zero vectors at the corresponding positions.
3.2.3 Combining Vectors. In activity records, the scale of each
time point can be accurate to second, but the time span of record
period can last for several weeks. Compared with the time scale of
each time point, the time span of record period is quite large. If we
directly use the original vectors at every time point as input, the
1 This

example comes from the data provided by KDD Cup 2015.

volume of input will be very large. For this reason, it is necessary to
combine some vectors and reduce the volume of the input. In our
model, we combine all vectors belonging to the same time unit into
one vector. To combine these vectors, we add up all these vectors
in a bitwise manner. For example, if we have two vectors [0, 1, 0, 0,
1, 0, 1] and [0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0], by adding them, we get [0, 1, 1, 0, 2, 0,
1].
After adding up, for each time unit, we have one vector to represent it. Then, we concatenate all vectors in the same time slice
into a matrix, each row to be the vector of one time unit. After
that, for each student taking one course, we have several matrices
representing records in different time slices. We use them as inputs
to the model.

3.3

Overview of the Model

To solve the dropout prediction problem, we need to consider the
characteristics of the input. The characteristics can be seen from
the macro and the micro views, respectively.
In the macro view, activities of a student in a certain time will
be affected by his/her states or activities in the past. The effect of
temporally closer ones is greater than temporally further ones. In
our model, this characteristic is used by the RNN among different
time slices.
In the micro view, for each time slice, we have a matrix to represent records within it. Features can be extracted from each of
the matrices. To extract features, we use a CNN, which is the most
widely adopted neural network as feature extracting tool.
In our model, we combine CNN and RNN together to make use of
the characters stated above. As our model is a combination of these
two kinds of neural networks, we call our model ConRec Network.
In this model, in the lower part, there are convolutional and pooling
layers to extract features in each time slice. In the upper part, there
is a recurrent layer to combine information in each time slice. The
combined information is used to make predictions.

3.4

Details of ConRec Network

This model contains an input layer, an output layer and six hidden
layers. The structure of the model is shown in Figure 3. The first
and third hidden layers are convolutional layers, the second and
forth hidden layers are pooling layers, the fifth hidden layer is a
fully connected layer, the sixth hidden layer is a recurrent layer.
The nonlinear function we applied in each hidden layer is rectified
linear unit (ReLU) function.
In this model, a student taking a course is treated as an instance,
it contains activity records in some time slices. In this model, we
assume matrices of each time slice are of the same size, and the
numbers of matrices in each instance are also the same. For each
instance, it contains T matrices, representing records in T time
slices. Thus, for each instance, the input of the model is T matrices
X (1) , X (2) · · · X (t ) · · · X (T ) , each of size Q (0) × H (0) , where Q (0) is
the number of time units in each time slice, H (0) is the length of the
vectors at each time unit. As illustrated above, in the lower layers,
we extract features among adjacent elements.
3.4.1 Convolutional Layers. In this model, the first and the third
hidden layers are convolutional layers. In these two layers, the
convolutional mode is valid convolutional, i.e. it does not pad zero
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Figure 3: The Proposed ConRec Network

(4)

where W (4),(5),(k ),(m) is a weight matrix generating the vector
from the (k (4) )th feature map of the forth layer. b(5),(t ) is the bias.
vectors at the boundary of the matrix when performing convolution
operation. We set the stride to be 1. For each instance, the input
is T × K (p−1) matrices, each of size Q (p−1) × H (p−1) . The output is
T × K (p) matrices, each of size Q (p) × H (p) ,where Q (p) = Q (p−1) −
L(p) + 1 and H (p) = H (p−1) − D (p) + 1. Operations in these two
layers are:
X

(p),(k (p) ),(t )

=ReLU (

(p−1)
KÕ

X (p−1),(k

s(t ) = ReLU (W (6) x(5),(t ) + U (6) s(t −1) + b(6) ),
∀t = 1, 2 · · · T

(p)
(p−1) )
(p)
∗ W (p),(k ),(k
+ b (p),(k ) ),

∀k (p) = 1, 2 · · · K (p)
(1)

where T is the number of time slices, p is the index of the layer.
(p−1) ),(t )
X (p−1),(k
is the matrix representing the (k (p−1) )th feature
t
h
map of (p − 1) layer at t t h time slice, it is a input of the p th
(p)
(p−1) )
layer. W (p),(k ),(k
is a filter in the p t h layer, it is a matrix
(p)
that generates the (k )t h feature map in the p t h layer from the
(k (p−1) )t h feature map from the (p−1)t h layer, it is of size L(p) ×D (p) .
(p)
b (p),(k ) is the bias of the generated (k (p) )t h feature map in the
th
p layer, it is added to all elements of the corresponding feature
map matrices. Operator “∗” represents convolution operation.
3.4.2 Pooling Layers. The second and the forth hidden layers are
pooling layers. In this model, we use max pooling. For each instance,
the input is T × K (p−1) matrices, each of size Q (p−1) × H (p−1) . The
output is T × K (p) matrices, each of size Q (p) × H (p) , where K (p) =
Q (p−1)

H (p−1)

(4)

where s(t ) is the hidden state at time t, W (6) and U (6) are weight
matrices, b(6) is the bias.
This prediction problem is a binary classification problem. We
denote class “not drop out” as “0” and class “drop out” as “1”. The
output of this model is

(p−1) ),(t )

k (p−1) =1

∀t = 1, 2 · · · T ,

3.4.4 Recurrent Layer. In the first five layers, we extract features
in each time slice. In the sixth hidden layer, we combine information
in each time slice. This layer is a recurrent layer. Operation in this
layer is:

K (p−1) , Q (p) = L (p) , H (p) = D (p) . Operations in these two layers

ŷ =

1
(T )
1 + e −(V s +c)

(5)

where s(T ) is the hidden state in time slice T , it is a combination of
all information in previous time slices. V is the weight matrix and
c is the bias. The output ŷ is a scaler between 0 and 1 denoting the
probability the output belongs to class “1”.
The loss function of this model is the mean of negative loglikelihood of training instances
L=

N
1 Õ
(−yi log(ŷi ) − (1 − yi ) log(1 − ŷi ))
N i=1

(6)

where N is the number of training instances.

4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we first introduce the dataset used in the experiments, then describe the settings of the experiments. Finally, we
report the results of the experiments and discuss the implications.

Table 1: Attributes in Files Containing Information about
Enrollments
Attribute
Enrollment ID
User Name
Course ID

Meaning
ID of the enrollment record
Name of the student
ID of the course

Table 2: Attributes in Files Containing Activity Records of
the Enrollments
Attribute
Enrollment ID
Time
Source
Event
Object

4.1

Meaning
ID of the enrollment record
Time when the event occurs
Event source (“server” or “browser”)
Event type (there are 7 types: “problem”
“video” “access” “wiki” “discussion” “navigate” and “close page” )
The object the student access or navigate
to.(Only for “navigate” and “access” event ).

Dataset

The dataset we used for the experiments comes from KDD Cup
20152 . It contains information about 39 courses in the online course
platform XuetangX. For each course, the record period is 30 days.
Information contained in the dataset includes information about
which student enrolls in which course, activity records of the students, and other information about the courses. Table 1 is the attributes in files (“enrollment_train.csv” and “enrollment_test.csv”)
containing information about enrollment records3 . Table 2 is the
attributes in files (“log_train.csv” and “log_test.csv”) containing
activity records of the students.
In this dataset, only the enrollment records in the file “enrollment_train.csv” have ground truth (in file “truth_train.csv”) of
whether a student drops out (enrollment records in file “enrollment_test.csv” have no corresponding ground truth). Thus in this
experiment, we only use data of enrollment records from “enrollment_train.csv”. This file contains 120,542 enrollment records. In
the corresponding activity record file, there are 8,157,277 records.
In these enrollment records, 95,581 of them dropped out, the other
24,961 enrollment records did not drop out.
In this experiment, we follow the standard way of splitting training and testing datasets, with proportion of training and testing
instances to be 4:1. In this way, we randomly separate these enrollments into 96,434 as training instances and 24,108 as testing instances. In the training and testing sets, the proportions of dropout
and not dropout enrollment records are nearly the same.

4.2

Experimental Settings

4.2.1 Prediction Goal. In KDD CUP 2015, the goal is to predict
whether the students will drop the courses in the following 10 days.
2 http://kddcup2015.com
3 In

this dataset, they refer to a student taking a course as an enrollment record. It
corresponds to an instance in our model and the baseline methods.

In our experiment, we follow this definition of dropout and the
same prediction goal.
4.2.2 Comparison Methods. In the experiments, we aim to evaluate the effectiveness of our model compared with feature engineering based methods. Thus, in the experiments, we select several
classification methods as baseline methods and provide them features extracted via feature engineering.
In the experiments, we extract 186 features from the raw records
via feature engineering. These features mainly come from five aspects: (1) number of different kinds of events, (2) number of the days
that have different kinds of events, (3) amount of operating time,
(4) time of the last event of an enrollment item, and (5) number of
registered students of the course in an enrollment item. All of these
features are normalized by min-max scaling with the maximum
and minimum values of each feature in training dataset.
The baseline methods are Linear SVM [16], SVM with RBF kernel
[1], Logistic Regression [27], Decision Tree [22], AdaBoost [9],
Gradient Tree Boosting [10], Random Forest [5] and Gaussian Naive
Bayes [33]. For Linear SVM, Decision Tree and Random Forest,
we perform probability calibration to obtain the probabilities of
belonging to class “dropout”.
4.2.3 Implementation Details. In our model, we select three attributes (attributes “source”, “event” in activity records and “course
ID” in enrollment information records) from the dataset as input.
In this implementation, the scale of time point is second. We set
the time unit to be one hour, and the time slice to be one day. For
each time point, we convert values in these three attributes into
vectors and concatenate them to get a vector of size 48. Then, we
add vectors in the same hour, and combine vectors in the same day
into one matrix. The input of each enrollment item is 30 matrices,
each of size 24 × 48. In the first hidden layer, we use 20 filters and
biases to generate 20 feature maps. The filters are all of size 5 × 5.
The output of this layer is 30 × 20 matrices of size 20 × 44. In the
second hidden layer, the pooling size is 2 × 2. The output is 30 × 20
matrices of size 10 × 22. In the third hidden layer, the filters are also
of size 5 × 5, and the number of filters and biases is 50. The output is
30 × 50 matrices of size 6 × 18. In the forth hidden layer, the pooling
size is also 2 × 2, the output is 30 × 50 matrices of size 3 × 9. The fifth
hidden layer is the fully connected layer. It generates a vector for
each day. The output is 30 vectors of size 20. The sixth hidden layer
is the recurrent layer. The input is 30 vectors of size 20. The hidden
state vector in this layer is of size 50. The final output is a number
between 0 and 1, indicating the probability that this student will
drop out the corresponding course. In this model, we denote “0” as
“not dropout” and “1” as “dropout”.
We implemented this model in Theano [28], which is a python
library used to realize deep learning methods. In the experiment,
we use mini-batch stochastic gradient descent method to train the
parameters. We set the learning rate to be 0.1, and the batch size to
be 20. The model is run for 15 epochs.
4.2.4 Evaluation Metrics. The problem solved in this paper is a
classification problem. In this problem, number of instances belonging to the two classes differ a lot. This is a phenomenon called class
imbalance. In this case, accuracy is not an appropriate evaluation
metric. In this paper, we use Precision, Recall, F1-score [18] and

Table 3: Performances of Different Methods under Different
Metrics (in %)
Method
Linear SVM [16]
SVM(with RBF
kernel) [1]
Logistic Regression
[27]
Decision Tree [22]
AdaBoost [9]
Gradient Tree
Boosting [10]
Random Forest [5]
Gaussian Naive
Bayes [33]
ConRec Network

Precision
88.91

Recall
96.34

F1-score
92.48

AUC
87.83

88.06

97.01

92.32

84.51

89.17

96.12

92.52

87.70

84.57
89.39

97.87
95.59

90.74
92.39

80.03
87.96

89.61

95.71

92.56

88.26

88.86

96.21

92.39

86.71

89.89

92.52

91.18

77.40

88.62

96.55

92.41

87.42

Table 4: Relative Difference between ConRec Network and
Various Baseline Methods under Different Metrics (in %)
Method
Linear SVM [16]
SVM(with RBF
kernel) [1]
Logistic Regression
[27]
Decision Tree [22]
AdaBoost [9]
Gradient Tree
Boosting [10]
Random Forest [5]
Gaussian Naive
Bayes [33]

Precision
-0.32

Recall
0.21

F1-score
-0.07

AUC
-0.46

0.63

-0.47

0.09

3.44

-0.61

0.44

-0.11

-0.31

4.78
-0.86

-1.34
1.00

1.84
0.02

9.23
-0.61

-1.10

0.87

-0.16

-0.95

-0.27

0.35

0.02

0.81

-1.41

4.35

1.34

12.94

Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC)
score [21] as evaluation metrics.

4.3

Experimental Results and Analysis

Experimental results of our model and baseline methods are shown
in Table 3. From the table we can see, compared with baseline
classification methods (they all use features extracted via feature
engineering), our model can obtain comparable results on all of the
four metrics. This illustrates the effectiveness of our model.
To evaluate the differences between these results more accurately, we calculate relative differences between the performances
of ConRec Network and each of the baseline methods on the four
metrics. Here, we define “relative difference” as: for a performance
value a from ConRec Network and a performance value b from a
baseline method, the relative difference between them is (a − b)/b.
This criteria takes the performance of baseline method as standard,
and measures the significance of difference between the performances of ConRec Network and this method.
The values of relative differences are shown in Table 4. In this
table, the value in each cell denotes the relative difference between

ConRec Network and the corresponding baseline method under
the corresponding metric. Positive values mean ConRec Network
outperforms the corresponding baseline method; negative values
represent the opposite meaning. The absolute value indicates the
significance of difference. From the table, we can see, our proposed
ConRec Network can achieve comparable results with most of
the baseline methods under the four metrics. The performance of
ConRec Network is much better than Decision Tree and Gaussian
Naive Bayes.
From the results we can conclude: (1) for classification problems
based on raw activity records, there exist efficient way of automatically extracting features from the raw data. (2) the approach
adopted by our method to extract features is effective. (3) our proposed model ConRec Network is an efficient model to solve dropout
prediction problem in MOOCs.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a deep neural network for solving dropout
prediction problem in MOOCs. The key advantage of our model is
that features used in the model are automatically extracted from the
raw records. No manual feature engineering is needed. In this way,
this method saves a lot of time and human efforts, and eliminates the
potential inconsistency introduced by the manual process. Experimental results on a large scale public dataset show that the proposed
model can achieve comparable performance to approaches relying
on feature engineering performed by experts.
In future work, we plan to evaluate the effectiveness of this
model on other kinds of activity records or on other classification
problems based on activity records. Also for the upper layers of the
model, we plan to evaluate other types of RNN, such as LSTM and
GRU. For the format of input, instead of one-hot vectors, we plan
to explore other formats.
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